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THE CHALLENGE TO DO BETTER

President Kuroda has called on staff to face the challenge to work with him in
making ADB a relevant, responsive, and results-oriented institution. In this issue,
we print excerpts from his message to staff on his first anniversary as President.

We at ADB Forum were inspired by the speech so we decided to seek the
views of some staff members on how they can help meet the challenges as
outlined by the President. We are grateful to our respondents for providing useful
insights.

You will notice that in this issue we have worked to make Forum more
interactive by including staff views. Being more responsive to staff was a strong
recommendation of respondents to an ADB Forum reader’s survey conducted in
January. The survey aimed to get a sense on how to make Forum a tool to
enhance internal communications (more on the Forum survey in the next issue).

Stella Torres, who agreed despite some initial reluctance to be on Forum’s
cover, tells us about her responsibilities at the Office of the President. She shares
the major lessons she learned from her unparalleled experience of serving five of
ADB’s eight presidents.

In Around the Bank, A. Michael Stevens reports on the role of the Integrity
Division in the fight against corruption, one of ADB’s most serious challenges. The
aim is to ensure that development funds benefit the poor rather than be used for
personal gain. Michael also discusses the division’s “list” of parties barred from
doing business with ADB for violating the Anticorruption Policy, and explains the
meaning of corruption and conflict of interest.

Gender equality is an issue that the volunteer group Professional Women’s
Committee (PWC) has taken up. The PWC shares in detail its 2006 gender agenda
through greater advocacy, networking, and information sharing.

Also related to information sharing, Daan Boom provides an update on the
Knowledge Management Help Desk, now nearing its first anniversary, and
Ainslie Smith tells us of the unsurpassed growth in web hits of adb.org.

Dr. Francois Ausseil debunks the myths on avian flu as ADB prepares for a
possible human influenza pandemic (more on the Emergency Management Plan
for the Human Influenza Pandemic in the next issue).

Among the departments, the Office of Administrative Services has adopted the
Six Sigma tool to focus on quality, and not merely on quantity, of services
rendered, as Cathy Reyes-Angus reports. The Pacific Department, meanwhile,
swam in an ocean of ideas during a recent retreat to address the concerns of the
vulnerable Pacific developing member countries, according to Christine
Orquiola.

On personal and official levels, different challenges are encountered, as this
Forum issue shows. The objective, however, is common—to do better.

Jeffrey Hiday
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At our first meeting a year ago, I set out
what I view as key issues facing ADB in the
context of the region’s changing needs.
Over the course of the year, I believe we
have crossed a number of important
milestones. Through a series of internal
changes and realignments, we are
becoming more relevant, responsive, and
results-focused in all our operations.

So I am very pleased today, after one
year as the President of ADB, to have this
opportunity to share with you the
highlights of our achievements and
progress made in 2005, and speak to the
challenges in coming years.

ADB in Action in 2005
As we all know, ADB is committed to the
Internal Reform Agenda—to enhancing the
development effectiveness of all its
operations. To this end, we are working
closely with our DMCs to align our
strategies with theirs, and to assist them in
building their capacities to effectively
manage the development process.

At the same time, we are closely
cooperating with other multilateral and
bilateral development partners to

PRESIDENT KURODA addressed Management and staff
on 6 February, a year after he became President.
Following are excerpts from the President’s message.

harmonize practices and procedures, and to
improve the overall impact of development
assistance. These efforts are consistent with
the international consensus embodied in
the Paris Declaration, which was adopted at
the Second High-Level Forum on aid
effectiveness in February of last year.

To improve service to our clients and
help DMCs meet their investment needs, we
have been removing bottlenecks in our
business processes and offering a new array
of financial services through the Innovation
and Efficiency Initiative (IEI).

At our Annual Meeting in Istanbul last
year, I noted that we need to scale up our
assistance to help our DMCs meet their
growing development challenges. I am
pleased with the outcomes of our effort. In
2005, ADB approved nearly $7.0 billion in
assistance to our DMCs, of which about
$1.2 billion was in the form of grants.
Additionally, two multitranche financing
facilities, a new lending instrument for the
Bank, were approved totaling $1.5 billion.

2005 was also a year of greater focus
on portfolio management and project
implementation. Results for 2005 showed
an increase in public sector loan

disbursement, while projects at risk have
declined steadily.

Internally, we are better aligned to
meet the region’s emerging challenges.
RSDD has been reorganized to better
support and enhance operations. The Office
of Regional Economic Integration was
established to provide strategic focus in
regional cooperation and integration. The
independent Risk Management Unit is in
place as the first step to strengthen credit
and financial risk management within ADB.
And the Office of External Relations was
upgraded to the Department of External
Relations to enable effective management
of expanded responsibilities and to support
ADB’s Public Communications Policy.

The new HR Strategy approved in
2004, is a critical part of the Internal Reform
Agenda. Full implementation, which is now
underway, is crucial to delivering the
promised results—those being: greater
efficiency and effectiveness through process
and procedural improvements. We have
conducted the comprehensive review of
staff compensation and benefits. The new
performance management system better
aligns individual’s work plan with the
organizational key results areas, with
responsibilities and accountabilities more
clearly defined.

More Selectivity and Efficiency
in 2006
As we move forward, we must continue to
increase our focus and prioritize our efforts to
achieve real results on the ground, within a
more efficient and solid institutional
framework. For that, 2006 is the year of
consolidation in terms of staffing and budget.
Incremental resource requirements in 2006
will have to be met exclusively from currently
available resources within the approved
budget envelope. This presents an enormous
challenge for ADB that can only be met by
being more selective, more productive, and
more efficient in all endeavors.

Managing for Development Results
Since the key underlying objective of the
Reform Agenda is focus on results, there is
a need to intensify Bank-wide efforts at all
levels for Managing for Development
Results. Initial progress has been made in
developing Results-Based Country
Strategies and Programs, and in improving
the results focus in project design and
adopting results frameworks for various
policy papers. We still have, however, a
long way to go to fully mainstream
Managing for Development Results.
Capacity building in DMCs will be a critical
factor in this undertaking. I would like to
ask Vice Presidents, Department Heads and
Division Directors to more closely guide
staff in this effort.

Challenges for All at ADB
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...work together with
me in a spirit of

positive change, to
contribute to building

a more relevant,
responsive, and

results-oriented ADB
for growth and

poverty reduction in
our DMCs

—President Kuroda

ADF Mid-Term Review
Under ADF IX, donors significantly increased
their contributions compared to ADF VIII,
based on ADB’s commitment to improve its
institutional performance and results-focus
through a series of reform measures. These
measures are now largely included in the
Reform Agenda.

The ADF mid-term review is an ADB-
wide task, requiring inputs from various
departments and offices. In addition, it is
our actual progress in reform measures,
reflected in our operations on the ground,
which is most critical for a successful mid-
term review.

Medium-Term Strategy II
Turning to MTS II, the period covered under
MTS I ended in 2005. However, thematic
priorities and operating principles of MTS I
are still valid. MTS I principles, such as
country ownership and leadership, long-
term approach, alliance with other
development partners, the importance of
knowledge and learning, and flexibility in
the  modalities of our assistance, will
continue to guide ADB’s operations.
Moreover, we need to maintain and pursue
even more vigorously a number of actions
initiated under MTS I.

At the same time, a new picture has
emerged in the Asia and Pacific region since
MTS I was adopted in 2001. Many countries
in the region have achieved high levels of
economic growth, along with impressive
poverty reduction. However, maintaining
high levels of growth is a major challenge

and will require higher levels of quality
investment and increased productivity. We
also note, despite the high level of growth, a
large number of people in the region remain
poor, and a number of non-income MDGs
are unlikely to be
achieved by 2015.
Economic growth,
therefore, needs to be
more inclusive. Growth is
also causing severe
strains on environment.
There are countries
performing weakly and
needing special attention
and assistance. Finally, we
note that regional
cooperation and
integration is increasingly
becoming important, and
embraced by countries.
Regional cooperation and
integration will provide a
new dimension to the
region in addressing the
region’s emerging issues.

Challenges
These are some of the challenges and issues
that ADB will have to address in the coming
several years. To maintain our relevance to the
region, we have to upgrade our financial and
technical assistance to our DMCs. We must
also continue to improve effectiveness of our
operations in addressing these challenges
with a critical focus on results. This will
require, among others, greater selectivity and

focus in our operations and more
collaboration with our development partners.
MTS II is now being prepared to guide us in
addressing these issues and will outline key
operational priorities for the next few years.  I

would appreciate your
continued inputs to the
process.

One final word
about MTS II. Given
the rapid and far
reaching changes that
are taking place in the
Asia and Pacific
Region, MTS II will
cover 3 years, that is,
2006 to 2008. This
will allow us to make
some urgent shifts,
while beginning a
major review of our
Long-Term Strategy.
To initiate this review,
it is my intention to
invite external wisdom
by forming an
eminent persons

group.
Let me close today with a word of

thanks to all of you for your ongoing
support and dedication.

I therefore ask all of you to work
together with me in a spirit of positive
change, to contribute to building a more
relevant, responsive and results-oriented
ADB for growth and poverty reduction in
our DMCs. Thank you.

PRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODA and leaders of six other
international financial institutions (IFIs) have agreed to move
more aggressively to combat corruption. See related articles
on pages 8–9.

The MDB heads reached a consensus on the need to
harmonize procedures to fight corruption during a meeting,
hosted by World Bank on 19 February in Washington, DC.

They also agreed to strengthen partnership in
reforming policies on middle-income countries (MICs) by
simplifying operational procedures, introducing new
operational and financial policies, and strengthening
partnerships among MDBs for work in MICs.

President Kuroda said, “Our support to MICs is very
important and it is crucial that we continue to provide
them with the necessary financial assistance and technical
expertise.”

The leaders also discussed climate change and agreed
to improve the harnessing of funding for clean technology
in developing countries.

ADB and Other IFIs to Fight
Corruption More Intensely

The IFI heads at the Washington meeting include (from left) Jean Lemierre,
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development; Donald Kaberuka,
African Development Bank; Luis Alberto Moreno, Inter-American
Development Bank; Paul Wolfowitz, World Bank; Haruhiko Kuroda, ADB;
Philippe Maystadt, European Investment Bank; and Mark Allen, International
Monetary Fund
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HOW CAN STAFF—and you personally—help meet the challenges in ADB as outlined
by the President? ADB Forum posed this question to the following staff members
after the President’s address on “Challenges for All at ADB.“

Gobinda Bar
Bangladesh Resident Mission
The challenges
set forth by the
President can
be met by
becoming
more
innovative and
efficient
through the
results-oriented
approach.
ADB’s success
depends on the success of its staff
members. Further improving quality and
taking more responsibility for performance
are important. Establishing more sense of
ownership, taking even longer-term
approaches, and forging stronger alliances
with development partners will reap better
benefits. Improving capacity of staff
members and their commitment are
interlinked.

Along with sharing and networking at
national and regional levels, proper
exposure and communications are also
needed to succeed. Strong focus is needed
on the internal operational level to ensure
relevance and harvest the best results. Let us
surpass ourselves in every moment and
compete with time to ensure the right
momentum of our actions.

Ziba Farhadian-Lorie
South Asia Department
First, each
person can
help by doing
the best of
what he/she is
doing. I, as an
individual staff
member, am
helping by
assisting SARD
become a fully
result-oriented
operational department. This is my
individual contribution to the Reform
Agenda.

Second, it is very important for each of
us to know exactly the new approaches to
capacity development, the innovation and
efficiency initiative, the public-private
partnership (PPP), the Medium-Term
Strategy II, and so on. When we know, we
design a better capacity developing TA

project, we seek to make our project a PPP
candidate, we take better individual actions
during our mission to involve the private
sector, we engage DMC officials in better
policy dialogue. So, I do my part by taking an
extra paper or two home every day to read
and then try to apply what I learned in my
daily work.

Third, knowing where ADB needs new
or more expertise can help a lot. Many of us
are multi-talented and have several
competencies. I am currently SARD’s focal
point on managing for development results.
But if they need a good economist, I can do
that too.

Fourth, know what is going on and
make efforts to advocate good values, share
knowledge and expertise, give a helping
hand, coach and mentor someone. In this
way, the total sum of individual staff
contribution to ADB becomes bigger.

Cenen Herrera
Risk Management Unit
In my view,
there are three
layers of
mindset that
ADB staff
should adopt
in helping
achieve the
reform agenda.

First, staff
should make
themselves
available to participate in the
transformational processes. This means
thinking outside the box. More personal
development time would be required from
staff, such as knowing the relationship of
work function of staff with other units of
ADB to provide an improved integrated
service to ADB clients. Second, staff should
be willing to bring about change in the
work environment with a focus on
increasing work productivity. It is not
enough that we have mastered our job. Our
work will ultimately be judged by its
contribution to the overall results of ADB’s
performance. Third, staff should
continuously sharpen their ability to learn
new things to improve the quality of life of
all ADB stakeholders. Finally, staff initiatives
should focus on creative reconstruction that
underpins both mark-to-market and mark-
to-future leadership anchors that would
ultimately shape the future of ADB.

Andrea Iffland
Central Operations Services Office
The President
emphasized
that we have to
become “more
selective, more
productive and
more efficient
in all
endeavors.” To
be able to do
this, we need a
vision—”what
do we want to achieve.” It is this vision,
provided by Management that will enable
us to develop a clear focus—a focus on
results.

But now to what I, and I feel staff
generally, can do to help meet the
challenges in ADB: We have to stop
perceiving issues as problems but rather see
them as opportunities. We need to seek
solutions outside the box rather than rely
on conventional well-tested approaches.
This by nature requires us to take chances—
expose ourselves to risks. But more
importantly, we need to take responsibility
for our actions. Becoming a driver for
change, rather than an obstacle, is what I am
committed to and I trust many of my
colleagues feel the same way.

Teresa Montesa
Office of Administrative Services
How do I face
up to the
challenge as
the Senior
Records and
Archives
Officer in the
Information
Resources and
Services
section of
OAS? Our
mission is to provide the right information
at the right time at the least possible cost.
The results of such service are well-crafted
research, project papers, reports, and
documents—which in turn would lead to
better implementation of projects.

We need to proactively check with our
clients/users on their information
requirements and ensure timely delivery
through electronic means. We are working
with OIST, RSDD, and OED on how to

Staff Forum on Meeting the Challenges
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manage and deliver current information
and knowledge products and provide
historic information as part of the Public
Communications Policy. We will repackage
the vast information resources we manage
and make them available to help in
decision making. There is no need to
reinvent the wheel!

Bekhzod Rakhmatov
Uzbekistan Resident Mission
President
Kuroda
outlined very
important
issues that
require joint
efforts by all
staff members.
I believe there
is no perfect
organization,
and staff
members need to do their best to make
performance better. Individual experience
and expertise can provide opportunities to
add value when information is made
available to others. Much can be gained
from learning about both positive and
negative experience.

Also, staff members need to find
innovative solutions and bring about
continuous improvements in their work for
better results. The implementation of new
policies and strategies has some complex
questions and involves economic,
operational, legal, policy, and other
elements. Moreover, ADB’s many
stakeholders will be interested in
participating in implementation or
monitoring. Therefore, it is important that
ADB staff members feel responsible for
proper implementation of those policies
and strategies, and make efforts to ensure
greater involvement of external
stakeholders in implementation. In
addition, Management and employees have
to work together to identify barriers to
success and find ways to overcome them.

Shane Rosenthal
East and Central Asia Department
We can help
meet the
challenges
outlined in
the
President’s
recent
address by
raising
expectations
for
operational
efficiency, internal transparency, and
staff performance.

Focus on results: By placing as much
emphasis on project impact as we do on

disbursement levels, we can make better
use of resources and become far more
effective. However, this requires a
genuine reorientation of staff and
managers, more resources for project
supervision, and new ways of measuring
portfolio performance.

Consultation on reform: Current
efforts sometimes appear halfhearted,
and could be strengthened through
greater transparency and outreach aimed
at achieving genuine buy-in. When
presented with an opportunity, staff
should engage in the process. Staff
Council can help by working with
Management to ensure consultation
takes place early on and that it has open
lines of communication with staff.

Performance management: The
recent PDP exercise was a shock for staff
used to the gentler system of years past.
While implementation may have been
inconsistent—and was perceived by
some as unfair—we must accept the
need for genuine performance
management and work with
Management to improve the system to
make it fair and credible. At the same
time, ADB needs to get serious about
investing in staff capacity and career
development; we focus fewer resources
on this than comparable agencies. A
viable performance management system
is important for our own careers, for
ADB’s mission, and, ultimately, for our
clients.

Meriaty Subroto
South Asia Department
As noted by
the President,
2005 was a
year of major
challenges,
especially for
the South
Asia
Department,
which
experienced
heavy
emergency
activities in supporting four countries
(three tsunami-affected and one
earthquake-hit) last year.

Based on my experience and
observation, the best way to meet
challenges is with an open mind and
readiness to find and implement new
initiatives in our work. By working
together with colleagues during the
tsunami emergency assessment as well as
during the preparation and
implementation of the tsunami
emergency project, I found that they
were all very ready, keeping an open
mind to conduct any activity to help
rehabilitate and reconstruct the badly

damaged countries. Guided by the
emergency policy, everybody tried to find
new initiatives that would efficiently and
quickly help those countries restore their
damaged infrastructure and livelihood.

Matthew Westfall
Azerbaijan Resident Mission
In Azerbaijan,
one way we
are striving to
be more
relevant and
responsive is
through the
formulation
of our
results-based
country
strategy and
program, which aims to deliver coherent,
selective, and country-driven
development assistance. This entails
making tough choices about what we
can and cannot do.

It also means providing a mechanism
for monitoring our progress, listening
closely to our clients, responding with
fresh ideas and new ways of doing
business and, ultimately, holding
ourselves accountable. 

A Call for Stories
ADB Forum invites you to
share story ideas that
would be of interest to
your colleagues.

• Do you have an unusual,
entertaining, or
interesting mission
experience?

• Do you have a work-
related anecdote?

• Have you done anything
innovative at work?

• Do you know of a staff
member who is worth
emulating?

Send your ideas to
forum@adb.org and win a
prize from the Public
Information Center if your
idea is chosen.
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One staff member has served five of ADB’s
eight presidents. From 1998 to the
present, visitors to the Office of the
President (OPR) could not have missed the
gracious and gentle Stella TStella TStella TStella TStella Torresorresorresorresorres, Senior
Administrative Officer. Stella has worked
directly with President Haruhiko KurodaHaruhiko KurodaHaruhiko KurodaHaruhiko KurodaHaruhiko Kuroda
and his two predecessors. In earlier years at
ADB, she worked indirectly with two other
Presidents through the Chief Advisors to
the President.

 Stella’s ADB career, spanning 31
years, has been “a quiet, but consistent
and rewarding, career development,” she
says.

“Over the years I have developed from
a person who was armed only with a basic
willingness to learn, to someone with the
confidence to take on any task that may
come. I kind of wished there was a yellow
brick road to follow. There were no
guarantees, but it helped to listen and take

notes,” she says.
For Stella, the main challenge is to

cope with unexpected situations and act
swiftly yet with care. “With a lot going on
at the same time, a response is needed
immediately. The need to coordinate
effectively with others is a crucial
ingredient of my job,” she says.

Looking back, Stella recalls the
charming lobby of the old ADB
headquarters on Roxas Boulevard that was
warm and welcoming. The lobby had a
pleasant scent of leather furniture on her
first day of work in 1973. “I was full of
nervous anticipation. Yet it felt right to be
there,” she says. “I have evolved gradually
with the same sense of anticipation that
has accompanied my ADB journey since
that first day.”

Stella first worked in the Personnel
Department before moving to the
President’s Office to work with the Personal

Assistant (now Chief Advisor) to then
President Shiro InoueShiro InoueShiro InoueShiro InoueShiro Inoue, and later also with
the Personal Assistant to then President
TTTTTaroichi Yaroichi Yaroichi Yaroichi Yaroichi Yoshidaoshidaoshidaoshidaoshida. She took a break from
ADB in 1977 to join the National Economic
and Development Authority and apply her
college degree in Economics from
Maryknoll College, an exclusive girls’ school
in Manila. But ADB beckoned once more so
she rejoined a year later as staff of the
Professional Staff Recruitment Section. In
1982, she moved to the Post-Evaluation
Office (now Operations Evaluation
Department) and was later promoted as a
Technical Assistant. From PEO, she was
appointed in 1998 as Senior Management
Administrator (now Senior Administrative
Officer) to the late President Mitsuo SatoMitsuo SatoMitsuo SatoMitsuo SatoMitsuo Sato,
to his successor President TTTTTadao Chinoadao Chinoadao Chinoadao Chinoadao Chino,
and presently to President KurodaKurodaKurodaKurodaKuroda.

If she did not take the ADB job, she
could have been a writer, she says. But she
has no regrets. She likes the excitement of
the job at OPR, where no one day is the
same.

The most important lesson she has
learned on the job is simple but vital:
“Make no assumptions.” She explains,
“Act with care, pay attention to details, and
make sure that the people who are tasked
to do the job, do the job. It is not about
micromanaging or over-managing but
communicating clearly, ensuring staff
members are involved, and getting tasks
done.”

In OPR, the best part of the job, she
notes, is being able to “look at the big
picture, because it gives you a deeper
understanding of the overall work of ADB
up close, and therefore a greater
appreciation of what ADB does.” Meeting
different key people in governments and
development institutions also makes the
job very interesting, she adds.

Adjusting to the changes in
leadership in ADB has not been a problem,
she says, because of the high level of
professionalism of ADB presidents. She is
satisfied despite the demands of this
highly sensitive and confidential job
because the presidents also respect her
need to spend time with family. She makes
herself on call anytime as part of the
service accorded to the President.

So what is a typical day like for Stella?
A series of coordination meetings and

consultations describes Stella’s typical day.
The first order of the day is the President’s
daily schedule, which is constantly checked
for accuracy. Then there are meetings,
visitors, incoming papers, queries, and
mounting e-mail. Lunch is usually a salad
and a sandwich in OPR’s pantry with
colleagues.

Colleague Zeny de VillaZeny de VillaZeny de VillaZeny de VillaZeny de Villa says of
Stella: “It is amazing how she is able to

Stella with two of her
paintings (from left)
Mesmerized and Dinah’s
Garden

STELLA TORRES is one of ADB’s most respected staff
members by virtue not only of the office she belongs to
but also her professionalism. She has ably assisted our
leaders and still makes time to do other things she loves.
Cora LassiCora LassiCora LassiCora LassiCora Lassi and Marcia R. SamsonMarcia R. SamsonMarcia R. SamsonMarcia R. SamsonMarcia R. Samson profile Stella.

Painting Stella
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keep her composure in the midst of it all.
Imagine, having to deal with people with
multicultural backgrounds on top of the
various documents and inquiries requiring
the same level of urgency and priority, and
at the same time having to maintain that
level of confidentiality and good
judgment. On the lighter side, she is a
friend not only to us but also to everybody
in Management. She is someone you can
always rely on for sound advice, be it
official or personal.”

Sheila de GuzmanSheila de GuzmanSheila de GuzmanSheila de GuzmanSheila de Guzman affirms Zeny’s
comments, saying: “Aside from being a
generous godmother to my youngest
daughter, Stella has always been an
excellent adviser. She will always find time,
even if she’s very busy,
to listen to your
inquiries and
problems—whether
they’re official or
personal. Always prim
and proper, you will
never see her rattled
despite the tons of
papers, loads of
e-mails, and never-
ending telephone calls
to attend to! But she
surely does her job
well with such grace
and elegance. What I
admire most in her is that she makes the
working environment relaxed and
comfortable without compromising the
desired outputs.”

At sunset, is it Stella by starlight? In a
way, yes. She attends to family and still
finds time to pursue activities that light up
her life. She takes time to work out in the
gym, or play tennis or badminton. In her
early years in ADB, she was involved in the

performing arts—dancing, singing, and
acting. She was former President of the
Dance Guild and the Homemakers Club,
and a member of the ADB Chorale and the
Dramatics Club.

One of the interests she has
developed is painting. Starting with a short
course from the Homemakers Club, she
pursued more courses and has been
passionate about painting—sometimes
into the wee hours of the morning.

The two paintings (see photo at left)
were part of the collection in her first
major joint exhibit. They are entitled
Mesmerized (of a bird seemingly
mesmerized by a stone fairy bird feeder)
and Dinah’s Garden (of the leaves in her

cousin’s garden in
Florida). They now
hang in the waiting
room of Vice-President
KhemphengKhemphengKhemphengKhemphengKhempheng
PholsenaPholsenaPholsenaPholsenaPholsena.

After work, Stella
is currently preparing
for a forthcoming joint
exhibit of a series of
oil paintings of
mother and child,
showing different
angles based on
Michelangelo’s Pieta.
Among her favorite

artists are 18th century American painter
Mary Cassatt, and contemporary artists
such as Filipino painter Isabel Diaz and
Chinese-American painter Zhang Hong
Nian.

Is there a huge shift between her roles
at work and at home? Stella says the
discipline or the effort she puts in and the
expectations are basically the same,
although the settings are different. She

spends time perfecting the process to
ensure a good result. “At work, my role is
to facilitate the President’s day-to-day
activities, ‘unify’ the straying details, if any,
and provide advice. It parallels my role at
home as coordinator of the household and
as a parent. These roles, however, require a
delicate balancing act.”

“At the end of the day, I am simply
wife and mother,” says Stella. She
cherishes time with family—husband
Centes TCentes TCentes TCentes TCentes Torresorresorresorresorres of OIST (whom she met in
ADB in 1988 through Rosie Luistro, her
predecessor at OPR) and their 15-year old
daughter Chrissie, whom she describes as
her “best critic in painting” and a student
with interesting credentials as a member of
the soccer varsity and debate teams and a
band vocalist.

At the end of a long week at work,
Stella enjoys time with family and the small
vacations, when she has “unlimited time to
enjoy a steaming cup of coffee and
chocolate-flavored suman (rice cake) for
breakfast.”

Five years from now where does Stella
wish to be?

“Hopefully, painting in my (properly
installed) studio. That’ll be a welcome
change for me, as I would have the
promise of glorious time to do the things
I’ve always wanted to do. Just enjoying the
blessing of living and painting. What a life
it would be.” 

Stella (front row, seated second from
right) and fellow Dance Guild members in
the late 1980s (front row, seated from left)
Claudelle Cruz, Margie Nadal, Tess Sabico,
Stella, Zeny Pangan; (back row, standing
from left) Meditte Ulnagan, Jo Garcia,
Gina Seriña, Minerva Pateña, Mila de
Leon, and Baby Bolaño.

Stella with husband
Centes and their
child Chrissie

“Make no assumptions.
Act with care, pay

attention to details, and
make sure that the

people who are tasked to
do the job, do their job”

—Stella Torres
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There are nearly 300 names on it, but it is
not an honor to be there. By adopting the
Anticorruption Policy in 1998, ADB has
been able to declare parties ineligible to
participate in an ADB-financed activity for
violating the policy. They earn the dubious
distinction of comprising the Anticorruption
Sanctions List—the parties ADB has
debarred.

A guiding principle of ADB’s
Anticorruption Policy is to ensure all its
projects, activities, and staff members
adhere to the highest ethical standards. To
help achieve this, Management established
OAGI as the initial point of contact for
allegations of fraud, corruption, and abuse
among ADB-financed projects or its staff.
ADB staff members are obligated to report
allegations or evidence of fraud and
corruption to OAGI. OAGI’s website at
http://adb.org/Integrity will tell you more.

OAGI’s cases involve all parties to
ADB: borrowers, staff, or private sector
participants in ADB-financed activities
(bidders, contractors, suppliers, and

consultants). The potential penalty for the
latter is debarment. But this will only
happen after OAGI investigates an
allegation, following established
investigative guidelines and procedures
(see http://adb.org/Documents/Guidelines/
Integrity-Guidelines-Procedures).

OAGI maintains the list, but does not

decide who earns a place on it, and does
not decide if a party may come off it. Only
ADB’s Integrity Oversight Committee can
debar a party. Coming off the list is not
automatic. Either the Integrity Oversight
Committee or the Sanctions Appeals
Committee can reinstate a party. Being on
the list means that the party may not be
involved, or attempt to become involved, in
any ADB-financed activity, except for
contractual obligations that existed prior
to debarment.

ADB has concluded that publicizing
the debarment list will limit OAGI’s
ability to fairly and consistently
implement its responsibilities under the
Anticorruption Policy. It would place ADB
“above the law” by publicly labeling
parties with terms that have serious legal
implications in a manner that some
jurisdictions would classify as slander,
despite ADB’s immunity. The process
through which ADB imposes sanctions is
a transparent administrative process, not
a legal or juridical assessment of
fraudulent or corrupt practices. Parties
with the greatest resources likely will
present significant challenges to the
administrative process, leading to
inequality based on the resources a firm
or individual may have.

But ADB acknowledges there may be
some deterrent effect to sharing the list,
and it is not secret. Most ADB staff
members may access the list through
ADB’s portal and intranet (http://
lnadbg1.asiandevbank.org/oga0009p.nsf).

In reality, this is most of ADB’s staff
members in operational departments and
support functions that would contract
with outside parties—such as hiring
consultants—and thus, are responsible
for checking to make sure ADB is not
doing business with any party on the list.
OAGI also shares the information with
international organizations, and others
with a need to know.

Read more about this at http://
adb.org/Anticorruption/issues.asp.

The Integrity Division includes (from
left) Fernando Bathan, Al Alvarez, Sasa
Tarun, Triny Jacob,  Guada  Alug,
Lorraine Wang, and Michael Stevens

THE LIST is the infamous roster of persons and
companies that ADB won’t do business with. A. MichaelA. MichaelA. MichaelA. MichaelA. Michael
StevensStevensStevensStevensStevens, Director of the Office of the Auditor General’s
Integrity Division (OAGI), tells us why such a list exists
and why not everyone can take a look.

Sanctions, 1998–2005
Firms Individuals

Total Declared Ineligible to Participate
in ADB-Financed Activities 146 148

Number Whose Ineligible Terms
Have Been Completed 29 17

Currently Ineligible to Participate
in ADB-Financed Activities 117 131

Source: OAGI. Annual Report 2005.

Have You Looked at
“The List”?
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ADB’S MEMBER COUNTRIES, civil society
groups, and media organizations are
increasingly demanding more effective use
of aid resources. These demands include
expectations for multilateral development
banks, such as ADB, to step up their fight
against corruption. The Office of the
Auditor General’s Integrity Division (OAGI)
is the point of contact to report allegations
of fraud or corruption among persons
involved in ADB-financed activities or ADB
staff members. OAGI has six professional
staff members, three national officers, and
two administrative staff members. The
OAGI team includes expertise in
investigation, accounting, auditing,
finance, insurance, and law.

OAGI’s primary responsibilities are
screening and investigating allegations;
conducting project procurement-related
audits; and providing fraud and
corruption detection training for ADB
staff and external parties.

The growing awareness of the
importance of fighting corruption has led
to an increasing number of allegations of
fraud or corruption that OAGI received
each year. In 2005, OAGI received 199
complaints, an increase of 44%,
compared with 138 complaints received
in 2004.

OAGI receives about 57% of all

The Role of the
Integrity Division

allegations that have been referred by
ADB staff. While OAGI will investigate
anonymous allegations, OAGI encourages
anyone submitting an allegation to
disclose their identity to facilitate
investigation. Note that OAGI treats
sources of allegations with the utmost
confidentiality.

OAGI screens complaints to
determine whether further investigation is
warranted. Since ADB adopted the
Anticorruption Policy in 1998, OAGI has
opened a total of 565 investigations.
About 74% of these investigations
involved allegations related to ADB-
financed activity, 17% involved ADB staff,
and 9% other matters.

When an investigation involving an
ADB-financed activity is complete, OAGI
presents its investigative findings to the
Integrity Oversight Committee. The
Committee determines whether the
alleged violation of the Anticorruption
Policy occurred, and if so, the appropriate
sanction.

Last year, OAGI referred 11 cases
involving ADB staff members to the
Budget, Personnel and Management
Systems Department (BPMSD) for
disciplinary action. Staff cases often
concern abuse of ADB benefits, but may
also involve other allegations of fraud,

corruption, or conflict of interest. As a
result of OAGI’s investigations, ADB has
terminated nine staff members for
housing subsidy fraud, five staff members
for medical insurance fraud, and two staff
members for other violations since 1999.

In 2006, OAGI hopes to conduct
investigative audits on rental subsidy,
dependency allowance, and educational
benefits.

OAGI conducts project procurement-
related audits (PPRAs) to identify internal
control weaknesses that may allow fraud
or corruption in ADB-financed projects.
OAGI conducted four PPRAs in 2005 and
intends to conduct five PPRAs in 2006.

OAGI, in collaboration with other
departments such as BPMSD and the
Central Operations Services Office, provides
fraud and corruption awareness training as
well as specialized training in accounting
and other investigative techniques to ADB
staff and external parties. 

A. Michael Stevens, Director, OAGI

Under the Anticorruption Policy, ADB defines corruption
as the abuse of public or private office for personal gain,
and considers fraud and corruption to comprise the
following.
• A corrupt practicecorrupt practicecorrupt practicecorrupt practicecorrupt practice is the offering, giving, receiving, or

soliciting, directly or indirectly, anything of value to
improperly influence the actions of another party.

• A fraudulent practicefraudulent practicefraudulent practicefraudulent practicefraudulent practice is any action, including
misrepresentation, to obtain a financial or other benefit
or avoid an obligation by deception.

• A collusive practicecollusive practicecollusive practicecollusive practicecollusive practice is an arrangement between two or
more individuals or other entities without the knowledge,
but designed to improperly influence the actions, of
another party.

• A coercive practicecoercive practicecoercive practicecoercive practicecoercive practice is impairing or harming, or
threatening to impair or harm, directly or indirectly, any
party or its property, or persons closely related to a party,

Understanding Corruption and Conflict of Interest
to improperly influence the actions of that party. ADB may
adjust these definitions slightly in 2006 to harmonize
with other major multilateral development banks.

Also under the Anticorruption Policy, ADB defines
conflict of interestconflict of interestconflict of interestconflict of interestconflict of interest as a situation in which a party has
interests that could improperly influence that party’s
performance of official duties or responsibilities, contractual
obligations, or compliance with applicable laws and
regulations.

While conflict of interest may not necessarily constitute
fraudulent practices or corruption, they clearly relate to
maintaining high ethical standards. Defining it under the
Anticorruption Policy establishes a consistent basis for ADB
to evaluate potential conflict situations.

In dealing with conflicts of interest when performing
official duties, ADB staff should follow the core principle of
being transparent and serving ADB’s best interest.

AROUND THE BANK
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It gives me a nice feeling knowing
that I am part of a worldwide effort
to reduce if not eliminate
corruption.—Al AlvarezAl AlvarezAl AlvarezAl AlvarezAl Alvarez, Integrity
Officer

Makes me realize how people can
be wrong at times—making
judgment of what they hear, read,
or see.—TTTTTriny Jacobriny Jacobriny Jacobriny Jacobriny Jacob, Senior
Administrative Assistant

I like the challenge that working with a
dynamic team (whose members’
personalities are unique in their own
special way) brings.—Guada Alug,Guada Alug,Guada Alug,Guada Alug,Guada Alug,
Administrative Assistant

I believe in OAGI’s mission and enjoy
protecting the honest and innocent
public including our ADB colleagues
with fair, objective, and independent
investigative work.—LorraineLorraineLorraineLorraineLorraine
WangWangWangWangWang, Senior Integrity Specialist

I believe enhanced accountability can lead
to the efficient mobilization of
development funds and attainment of
ADB’s ultimate goal of alleviating poverty
within the region. But dealing with staff
cases is such a tough job. It may result in
misperceptions on who I really am
especially since I need to stay detached and
exercise independence at all times.—SasaSasaSasaSasaSasa
TTTTTarunarunarunarunarun, Associate Integrity Analyst

Working in the
Integrity Division:
What We Like Most

ADB’s New ID System
A NEW ID system, policy, and procedures for the headquarters took effect on
1 February. Familiarize yourself and share the information with your service providers,
consultants, spouse, and dependents.
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In 2005, the Professional Women’s
Committee (PWC), a volunteer group,
focused its efforts on increasing the
understanding of gender equality at senior
levels of ADB by holding a number of
consultations with Vice-Presidents and
other senior managers. The PWC helped
ensure fairness by supporting reviews of
relevant statistics and advocating
improvements in travel, flextime, and
recruitment/selection of women.

In 2006, with the gender action
program (GAP) II review and setup of GAP
III underway, the PWC is focusing its efforts
toward advocacy and core issues for
professional women.

Below is the proposed work program
for the PWC:

Advocacy
Agree with the Budget, Personnel and
Management Systems Department
(BPMSD) on a new GAP III (and help
advocate to ensure Management’s
endorsement), to include but not be
limited to the following:

• minimum targets for the number of
professional women staff (currently
29%), including minimum recruitment
levels (currently 21% in 2005, down
from 37% in 2003), plus mechanisms
for reaching these targets and measures
of management performance to include
this result;

• minimum targets for the number of
professional women in senior positions
(currently 10%), plus mechanisms for
reaching these targets and measures of
management performance to include
this result; and

• mandatory annual training and
measurement of gender attitudes for all
staff at level 7 and above.

THE ADVOCATES of gender equality are not about to
rest on their achievements in 2005. Expect more active
advocacy, networking, and information sharing activities
in 2006, as the PWCPWCPWCPWCPWC reports.

Ensure that BPMSD shares all key relevant
results of the GAP II review, GAP III targets,
and other relevant information on ADB’s
gender situation with Management, ADB
staff, and the public as appropriate.

• Urge BPMSD to establish a more
transparent system of position selections
and promotions along the lines of the
PWC’s joint memo with the 2005 Staff
Council.

• Encourage review of recruitment/
selection/retention/leave circumstances
and procedures to identify any gender
disparities and redress any identified gaps
where possible.

• Foster the ongoing review of work/life
balance issues for women and help
BPMSD identify problems, suggest
solutions, and work toward
implementing these solutions. Key areas
for both women in resident missions and
headquarters: weekend work/travel time,
flextime, and telecommuting.

• Work harder on single women’s issues,
considering that half of ADB’s
professional women are single.
Determine options to support them more
effectively, including whether dependents’
definitions might expand to include
common-law partners under non-marital
equivalent arrangements, and parents.

• Interview possible ADB hires, and those
on leave without pay or leaving
permanently, to document rationale for
those leaving, and help those entering
ADB to make decisions.

Networking
Undertake networking events, both
informational and social, including at least
one event to enhance professional
networking across genders:

• Organize to include retirement planning,
senior women experiences within ADB,
dealing with stress and health, with men
on networking across genders, “Lunch
with the VPs”; and “buddy system.”

• Hold four cocktails for PWC members,
including a year-end activity.

• Strengthen cooperation internally with
the Human Resources Division (BPHR),
Staff Council, and Spouses Association
on issues of common interest.

• Work with BPHR: GAP III targets and how
they can meet them in practical terms,
selection processes, work/life balance,
benefits for singles, implementation of
Human Resources Strategy.

• Work with Staff Council: work/life
balance, single staff issues, travel.

• Work with Spouses Association: areas of
joint cooperation, work/life balance.

• GAP II/III: diversity presentations.
• Create linkages with Manila-based donor

agencies and other women’s networks
• Have one activity with international

financial institution (IFI)/donor
counterparts in Manila on donors and
women.

• Maintain collaboration with ORIGIN and
other IFIs regarding issues of gender,
work/life balance, and productivity.

• Request BPHR to send one PWC
representative to meetings in June to
establish relations and communicate
with counterparts in IFIs.

Information Sharing
• Continue PWC e-mail service.
• Use a forum for interactive

communication on issues of PWC
members’ joint interests, use PWC
group site, and share articles on women
and work.  

Work harder on single
women’s issues,

considering that half of
ADB’s professional
women are single

PWC’s 2006 Gender Agenda

Foster the ongoing review of
work/life balance issues of women
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Knowledge Matters: Virtual
Research at ADB’s KM Help Desk
DO YOU NEED prompt and accurate background information reviewed and analyzed?
ADB’s Knowledge Management (KM) Help Desk can assist, reports Daan BoomDaan BoomDaan BoomDaan BoomDaan Boom.

The Knowledge Management Framework
provides the basis for creating the KM Help
Desk, a joint initiative of the Regional and
Sustainable Development Department and
the Office of Administrative Services to
promote knowledge sharing at ADB.

What the Help Desk Does
It provides a “one-stop shop” to respond
to requests for information on various
development topics. Be it a request for a
list of relevant reference materials or
in-depth analysis on sector/thematic-
related issues, the KM Help Desk will
provide a prompt response.

Responses may range from 1 day to a
maximum of 4 days depending on the
nature of the request. The KM Help Desk
is supported by staff from the
Information Resources and Services
section and sector/thematic specialists
within ADB as well as experts from
external institutions/organizations.

How It Adds Value
It acts as a conduit between inquirers
(particularly from resident missions) and
experts. It pulls together information from
many sources and gathers experience from
a range of experts. Results will include
analysis of information and knowledge
from internal ADB databases as well as
external information sources, including the
Internet and external research networks.

The Help Desk assists the
communities of practice at ADB with their
knowledge-sharing activities such as
identifying trends and issues and relevant
information resources. It is currently
finalizing sector and thematic profiles for
them. The information will be provided
on the website.

Since its launch in April, the KM Help
Desk has responded to over 100 requests
covering various themes and sectors.
Most requests are multisector and
multithematic in nature. Issues related to
transportation and communications
dominate the sector requests while
governance issues take the lead among
thematic queries.

Satisfied Customers
From April 2005 to January 2006, the KM
Help Desk received a total of 3,541
research requests—3,371 informational
requests (handled by the Library) and 170
analytical requests (with responses
coming from inputs from sector/thematic
experts). The following are comments of
some satisfied customers.

• This is wonderful work. We will be
citing these projects on the new OGC
Toolkit covering regulatory issues. The
comprehensive list will certainly help
our colleagues.—Rita O’SullivanRita O’SullivanRita O’SullivanRita O’SullivanRita O’Sullivan/OGC
(12 August 2005)

• Thanks so much for your thorough and
quick response!—Sandra LodoenSandra LodoenSandra LodoenSandra LodoenSandra Lodoen/DER
(9 September 2005)

• Many thanks for the excellent document
that you prepared. It is extremely useful
and I am looking at all the links now.—
Raza AhmadRaza AhmadRaza AhmadRaza AhmadRaza Ahmad/RSDD (26 September
2005)

• Thank you for a very quick, prompt, and
accurate response. It’s almost like using
a personal e-mail google!—ShaistaShaistaShaistaShaistaShaista
HussainHussainHussainHussainHussain/PRM (15 November 2005)

Vice-Presidents Geert van der
Linden and Khempheng Pholsena
open the Knowledge Management
Help Desk in April 2005

To access the KM Help Desk
dial extension

5050
or e-mail kmhelpdesk@adb.org

Knowledge
Matters
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ADB’s website continues to grow in
popularity, with web hits reaching a
massive 16.8 million hits in December
2005, an increase of 34.9% from a year
earlier. 2005 also saw an increase in the
number of user sessions and unique
visitors using adb.org. Media was the most
accessed section of the website because
the online media center was integrated
with the rest of the website and the login
requirement was removed.

The web team (including Gie Gie Gie Gie Gie
VillarealVillarealVillarealVillarealVillareal, Xandro Castañeda Xandro Castañeda Xandro Castañeda Xandro Castañeda Xandro Castañeda, Romy Romy Romy Romy Romy

THE DEPARTMENT of External Relations (DER) has made
the website more client friendly. As a result, web hits
have never been better, as Ainslie Smith Ainslie Smith Ainslie Smith Ainslie Smith Ainslie Smith discloses.

DonaDonaDonaDonaDona, Norman Lu Norman Lu Norman Lu Norman Lu Norman Lu, and me) and
Primesoft web consulting team (led by Van
Calingasan) have been working together
to improve the website to make it easier to
use. In 2005, the team developed over 30
new websites to give the public more
information about our projects and ADB’s
work in the region.

Web enhancements include
e-notification, a service where users can
sign up for free e-mails alerting them to
newly posted items; print friendly pages
for news releases, speeches, and

procurement notices; and search engine
optimization. We’ve also implemented RSS
feeds (i.e., Really Simple Syndication, a
program that allows you to collect the
latest information that you’re interested in
from various websites and view them in
one place) for consultants/firms, job
seekers, and media; and a what’s new
section. A new speeches database gives
users the ability to search by topic, country/
region, keywords, speaker, venue, and
date.

The website is the key method of
disclosing information under the Public
Communications Policy, which states that
”publicly available” means posted on the
website. The web team worked closely with
DER’s Info Unit to ensure ADB complies with
the policy. We’ve added more information
about the Board of Directors and their work,
such as the 3-week rolling Board calendar,
Board minutes, Chair’s summaries, and
Board e-mail and contact details. We’ve
developed a projects database where users
can sort by country, year, sector, and type of
assistance; and project summary pages—a
one-stop shop for all project-related
documents. We’re required to post more
documents online such as the budget,
consultants’ reports, design and monitoring
frameworks, initial poverty and social
assessments, legal agreements, and strategy
and program assessments.

Exciting times are ahead for the web
team as the website is being revamped in
2006 with a new design and structure.

On 21 and 22 December, ADB’s hallways
were filled with the holiday spirit and alive
with the sound of singing voices and
season’s greetings. From the headquarter
building’s ninth to the ground floor,
President KurodaPresident KurodaPresident KurodaPresident KurodaPresident Kuroda made his rounds to
each department, wishing all a happy

PRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODAPRESIDENT KURODA met staff face-to-face before the
year’s end. Albert AtkinsonAlbert AtkinsonAlbert AtkinsonAlbert AtkinsonAlbert Atkinson reports on the President’s
interaction with staff. See photos on the back cover.

holiday and having his photo taken with
individual groups, many of whom prepared
special banners and music.

As an annual tradition that began
several years ago, this was President
Kuroda’s first walkabout at ADB. Beginning
on the ninth floor with the Board of

Directors’ suites, President Kuroda greeted
each Director, Alternate Director, Director’s
Advisor, and their staff, while commenting
on several suites’ holiday décor.

From the ninth floor, the President
proceeded to each of the remaining floors
where a plethora of holiday surprises
awaited. Many departments sang Feliz
Navidad, We Wish You a Merry Christmas,
or Jingle Bells—accompanied by guitars
and sleigh bells. Others sported cleverly
designed holiday welcome banners.
During one visit, even Santa Claus himself
showed up to greet the President.

After shaking more than 1,000 hands
and greeting more than 140 units
throughout ADB, staff members were
honored that the President found time in
his busy year-end schedule to personally
greet and reach out to them. 

Web Team:  (Seated from left) Norman Lu, Xandro
Castañeda, Gie Villareal, Ainslie Smith, Romy Dona,
Emily Barriga. (Standing from left) Joel Margate,
Ralph Romero,  Van Calingasan, Mai Villanueva, Jay
Plucena, Raul Pimentel, Eric Mangoba

Web Hits Go Way
Beyond Previous Record

The President’s
2005 Walkabout
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AMID THE FLURRY of information about the avian flu,
Dr. FFFFFrancois Ausseil rancois Ausseil rancois Ausseil rancois Ausseil rancois Ausseil separates the myths from the
facts. Keep yourself up-to-date on the avian flu situation
by visiting ADB’s avian flu e-bulletin (http://avianflu).
A lot has already been written and said on
avian flu and the information offered by the
media is sometimes contradictory and often
confusing. Below is an evaluation of
common misunderstandings.

• The next human flu pandemic is
overdue: Although the world experienced
three flu pandemics during the 20th century,
there is no scientific reason to believe that
these pandemics have a regular periodicity
since they depend on many different
epidemiological factors.

• The next human flu pandemic is
imminent: Although a new human flu
pandemic is very likely to occur sooner or
later, no one can say when it will come. It can
indeed come very soon or in several decades.

• The current H5N1 avian flu outbreak
will trigger the next human flu pandemic:
Although this avian flu outbreak will
probably be the worst ever recorded, there is
no certainty that this virus will jump to
humans and cause the next pandemic. The
next human pandemic can be caused by the
H5N1 or a different virus.

• The next human flu pandemic will kill
up to 150 million people: Actually, no one
can say what the virulence of the next human
flu virus will be since this virus has not
emerged yet. Forecasting a number of deaths
caused by the next pandemic is pure
speculation. Some epidemiologists report
that while the death toll of the 1918
pandemic was particularly high, the death
toll of some other human flu pandemics was
not much higher than the annual death toll
of the regular seasonal flu.

• The best preventive measure against
the human flu pandemic is stockpiling
Tamiflu: Although stockpiling Tamiflu is
a part of the international preparedness
and is recommended by the World
Health Organization (WHO), it is not the
only and most effective measure to
prevent this pandemic. Controlling the

avian flu outbreaks through close
international cooperation, early
detection, and fast action is by far the
principal measure that might help in
preventing a pandemic.

• Tamiflu will be the best treatment
during the next pandemic, ororororor Some cases of
resistance of the virus to Tamiflu have been
reported and Tamiflu will probably not work
during the next pandemic, ororororor Tamiflu is not
working anymore against H5N1 and Relenza
should be used/stockpiled instead: It is
normal for a virus to acquire some resistance
to an antiviral drug and the recently reported
cases of resistance to Tamiflu remain within
acceptable limits, currently keeping Tamiflu
as the best option for treatment during a
pandemic. However, no one can say if this
situation will remain the same or if the next
pandemic virus will acquire resistance to
Tamiflu and other antiviral drugs such as
Relenza. Close monitoring of the situation
and avoiding overuse/misuse of antiviral
treatments are the only things we can do
about this.

• The currently available flu vaccine will
protect me against the pandemic: This
vaccine gives good protection against
seasonal flu only. It is unlikely to give any
protection against the next pandemic.
Although research is very active in
developing experimental vaccines, a truly
effective vaccine against the next pandemic
can be developed only once the new virus
has emerged.

• Chicken products can be a source of
avian flu contamination for humans: The
avian flu virus can infect humans through
close contact during high-risk activity such as
slaughtering, defeathering, or simply living
in close contact with infected birds and their
droppings. Chicken meat and eggs are safe
to eat if they are thoroughly cooked (but
precautions must be taken also while
preparing and cooking). 

MEDICAL CORNER

Avian Flu “Myths”
AVIAN INFLUENZA

• Cause
Viruses that normally infect only birds
(chicken, ducks, geese, quail, and wild
birds) and, less commonly, pigs and
other mammals.

• Symptoms in humans
Fever, headache, cough, muscle pain,
eye infections, pneumonia, and severe
respiratory diseases such as acute
respiratory distress

• Forms
(i) no symptoms at all in some

species such as domestic ducks
(ii) mild illness, which might be barely

noticed
(iii) highly pathogenic avian influenza,

which is extremely
contagious and rapidly fatal for
birds

• Modes of transmission
(i) among birds
(ii) close contact of people with sick

birds or their feces
• Prevention

(i) Avoid farms with infected poultry.
(ii) Avoid contact with contaminated

surface or animal secretions.
(iii) Cook meat and other poultry

products thoroughly.
(iv) Observe proper hygiene.

• Treatment Tamiflu
• Vaccine still under way
• Countries with reported

outbreaks of H5N1 avian flu in
birds
Azerbaijan, Bosnia Herzegovina, Bulgaria,
Cambodia, People’s Republic of China
(including Hong Kong), Croatia, Egypt,
France, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Japan,
Kazakhstan, Republic of Korea, Lao
People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia,
Mongolia, Nigeria, Romania, Russia,
Slovenia, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, and
Viet Nam.

• Countries with confirmed human
cases of H5N1 avian flu
As of press time (1 March 2006), the
number of laboratory-confirmed human
cases totaled 174, including 94 deaths,
according to WHO. These cases are in
Cambodia (4 cases with 4 deaths);
People’s Republic of China (14 cases
with 8 deaths); Indonesia (27 cases with
20 deaths); Iraq (2 cases with 2 deaths);
Thailand (22 cases with 14 deaths);
Turkey (12 cases with 4 deaths); and Viet
Nam (93 cases with 42 deaths).
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Amid hectic schedules in fulfilling their jobs
for the Central Asia Regional Economic
Cooperation (CAREC) program, two people
found love and vowed to spend the rest of
their lives together.

Murod Mirsaidov joined ADB first, as
a consultant of the technical assistance
project on Pension Reform in Uzbekistan,
and later as interpreter and translator for
ADB and other international financial
institutions. Laura Shamsutdinova joined
ADB’s Uzbekistan Resident Mission (URM),
initially as project analyst and later as a
regional cooperation specialist-consultant
under the CAREC Program.

Laura and Murod knew each other for
quite some time as they are both working
for the CAREC program. It was during the
CAREC 2nd Ministerial Conference that they
had the chance to get to know each other
better, became closer, and then realized that
there was mutual attraction and more.

Murod was awed by Laura’s

IN CENTRAL ASIA, the regional integration program is
leading not only to the merging of plans and programs
of neighboring countries, but also literally—and quite
unexpectedly—to the marrying of two individuals who
are helping make regional integration happen. Pie Pie Pie Pie Pie
JamonJamonJamonJamonJamon reports on integrating the lives of ADB’s own.

cheerfulness, while Laura was impressed by
Murod’s steadiness and optimism. They
found themselves complementing each
other and enjoying being together—just
like the connectedness that regional
integration brings.

On 4 May 2005, Laura was at work in
URM when Murod appeared and knelt
before her and asked, “Will you marry me?”
Surprised, Laura could not utter a word. Yet,
with the glow in Laura’s eyes, Murod knew
that Laura agreed to marry him.

Four months later on 3 September
2005, Laura officially said “yes” to Murod’s
proposal as they exchanged “I do’s.”It was a
special celebration with family and friends
in Intercontinental Hotel in Tashkent. The
honeymoon followed by the Mediterranean
Sea coast—quite apt for the couple’s
favorite words of an ancient poet: “Love
one another, but make not a bond of love:
Let it rather be a moving sea between the
shores of your souls.” 

A CAREC Love Affair

Know Your DMCs
THE CORRECT ANSWER in last issue’s Know
Your DMCs contest is Armenia. The
winners are (from left) OCO’s Trina Mari
Raymundo-Samia, CTL’s Imelda Mampusti,
and SPD’s Eugenue Zhukov. They receive
prizes from DER’s Fred Basa at the new
Public Information Center in the new
visitor reception center on ADB avenue.
Prizes include an ADB laptop bag, cooler
bag, laser pen, mug, and CD case.

ADB STAFF MEMBERS from Bicol, the
Philippines’ southern Luzon region, held
their first gathering in December. The
group was organized in response to
growing problems, particularly in Bicol,
one of the country’s poorest regions. The
group, composed initially of 75

NEXT QUIZ:
What ADB DMC has the
largest population?

Send your answer to forum@adb.org. The
first three staff members to send in the
correct reply will receive gift items.

Group for a Cause
professional and local staff members, also
plans to support civic and other
nongovernment organizations working in
the region through volunteer activities. The
group is still accepting members and
planning more activities for 2006.
—Roland ValencianoRoland ValencianoRoland ValencianoRoland ValencianoRoland Valenciano
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AFTER A LONG MISSION, staff members need a restful night in a hotel to function
effectively the next day. The search for the best hotels in terms of location, service,
and costs continues. Stuart HunterStuart HunterStuart HunterStuart HunterStuart Hunter reports on the recent hotel survey that aims to
give staff the best deal.

Part of the function of the Travel Unit within
the Office of Administrative Services (OAS)
is to keep a constant eye on the actual costs
of travel incurred by staff while on mission.
While most staff members think that the
cost of airfares is by far the largest
component of the travel expenditure, it is,
in fact, the cost of hotel accommodation
that is an equally significant factor.

Trying to maximize the leverage gained
from ADB’s multimillion dollar spending,
ADB negotiates with hotels, which staff find
comfortable, safe, secure, and close to the
executing agencies that they need to visit
while on mission.

In September 2005, OAS worked with
the Office of Information Systems and
Technology in creating a survey to find out
staff preferences of hotels. The survey,
combined with the hotel room nights
report from the mainframe, enabled OAS to
launch a tender process with all major hotel
chains across Asia and the Pacific and a
large number of independent hotels.
Requests for proposals were also sent to the
resident missions (RMs) and representative

offices (ROs) since they are in a more
advantageous position to act as a focal
point in these negotiations. The RMs/ROs
can provide a vital role in ensuring that the
hotels chosen are those that staff members
prefer, and that the hotels offer the best
rates in their area.

The result of this analysis was
processed at the end of November 2005.
May CrameMay CrameMay CrameMay CrameMay Crame from OAS Travel Unit literally
had her hands full with tender documents
being returned by hotels. However,
receiving the tenders was the easy part as
each one needed to be analyzed and placed
into a spreadsheet from where each of the
individual offers per city could be viewed.
During the analysis, the hotels that fared
well in the survey were taken into account.

In many cases, the tender document
came back from the hotel, requiring that ADB
commit to a minimum number of room
nights for 2006. This may be a surprise to
some, but the global hotel market today is a
seller’s dream with far fewer rooms available
in many cities than there are people to fill
them. One important objective in the

finalization of the list was to minimize the
overall number of hotels used in each city,
thereby increasing the room night production
(number of nights stayed) and further
strengthening the basis of negotiation for
lower rates in the following year.

When the analysis had been
completed, a short list was created for OAIS
Director Cecile GregoryCecile GregoryCecile GregoryCecile GregoryCecile Gregory to review and
comment prior to sending the 2006 list of
ADB-approved hotels to OAS Principal
Director Bob DawsonBob DawsonBob DawsonBob DawsonBob Dawson for approval.

The 2006 list of preferred hotels with
its new corporate room rates and other
advantageous arrangements and amenities
are available to all ADB staff for booking
through American Express and through
the i-travel self-booking tool. The rates
can be viewed through the OAS website
that can be accessed via ADB’s intranet
(http://lnadbg1.asiandevbank.org/
oas0007p.nsf/webview?OpenView&Start
=1&count=1000).

The Travel Section will be pleased to
receive any comments or suggestions
regarding hotels. 

Searching for the Best Hotel Deals
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We, hardworking TJRM staff members, know how and where to rest. During the past 2
years, we have had three outings. The first tour was to explore the mysterious Iskanderkul
Lake. Alexander the Great camped on the shores of this lake; hence, it is named after him.
It is said that Alexander’s favorite horse drowned in the lake. The fantastic lake peacefully
hides itself in the Zeravshan Mountain Range of Tajikistan. It lies about 2,200 meters
above the sea with a depth of 72 meters and covering an area of 3.41 square kilometers.

While on the tour, we enjoyed nights in a spartan tent camp along the lake, climbed
amazing hills around it, and visited a picturesque waterfall (40 meters high) neighboring
the lake. Another puzzling feature of the area is an ancient tree (several hundred years
old) growing close to the waterfall. It is believed to bring luck and satisfy wishes of
people, who approach it and bind a rope on its branches. So, all of us made a wish to
have more fun-filled activities—and it came true.

We went to the famous ski base Takob (60 km to the north from the capital of
Dushanbe). Takob is a place of our dreams—hyaline blue sky, bright sun, and crystal
white snow. While regrettably none of us was a skier, it was a great pleasure to skate on
cellophane bags, drive snow-scooters, and dine in a deep-freezing room.

Most recently, TJRM’s expedition was to Samarkand and Bukhara cities. It took more
effort to arrange the trip, but, beyond all doubts, it was worthwhile and rewarding to be
guests of these world-famous and among the oldest cities.

A lot of interesting places were seen during our stroll. Among awesome sights of the
cities were Registan, Bibi-Khanum Mosque, Shah-i-Zinda, Guri-Amir, Ark, and Somoni
Mausoleum.

In the meantime, TJRM has started planning the next outing for 2006. Hopefully, we
will go to see another marvelous lake. We at TJRM trust that such activities—by
encouraging out-of-office interaction and promoting team spirit—will help us better
benefit our home country and ADB. 

TATIANA EVSTIFEEVA notes that those who cannot
rest, cannot work. In this article, she relates the breather
from work at the Tajikistan Resident Mission (TJRM) to
prepare themselves for more work ahead.

THOSE WHO CANNOT REST, CANNOT WORK

TRAVELER’S TRAIL

Registan Square (front row, from left)
Kiemiddin Rakhimov, Anvar Makhmudov,
Oksana Nazmieva, Nana Kvanchiany, Neeraj
Jain, Nutan Jain, Rano Boboeva; (back, row
from left) Shomurod Ismailov, Tatiana
Evstifeeva, Manon Kasimbekov

Travel Stories from Tajikistan

Breakfast at Iskanderkul Lake (left row,
from front) Kazuko Motomura, Shomurod
Ismailov, Anvar Makhmudov, Oksana
Nazmieva; (right row, from front) Kiemiddin
Rakhimov, Pavel Stetsenko, Nana Kvanchiany,
Manon Kasimbekov, Tatiana Evstifeeva

Climbing hills at Iskanderkul Lake (from
front clockwise) Manon Kasimbekov, Tatiana
Evstifeeva, Anvar Makhmudov, Kiemiddin
Rakhimov

At Takob, famous ski base (from left) are
Pavel Stetsenko, Kiemiddin Rakhimov, Anvar
Makhmudov, Manon Kasimbekov, Tatiana
Evstifeeva
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Focus on quality. OAS staff members are
reminded of this goal as OAS adopts Six
Sigma to deliver better products and
services throughout ADB.

The achievement of ADB’s ISO
certification in 2003 and the adoption of
the Balanced Scorecard to monitor results
were also approaches adopted to
motivate OAS staff to think of quality.

OAS Management fully supports
establishing the Six Sigma quality. “Six
Sigma reflects OAS’s commitment to
quality and should then be tied to the
organizational operations through
programs, projects, actions, and rewards
and recognition,” says OAS Principal
Director Bob DawsonBob DawsonBob DawsonBob DawsonBob Dawson. “It’s one way of
improving our services and work
processes as we help ADB Management
and staff members do their job.”

The world’s successful companies,
such as General Electric, have adopted Six
Sigma, a tool that improves results for

organizations by measuring quality.
The fundamental objective of the Six

Sigma methodology is implementing a
measurement-based strategy that focuses
on improving processes and reducing
variation through the application of Six
Sigma improvement projects
(www.sixsigma.com). This is accomplished
through the use of two Six Sigma sub-
methodologies: DMAIC and DMADV.

The Six Sigma DMAIC (define,
measure, analyze, improve, control)
process is an improvement system for
existing processes falling below
specification and looking for more
improvement. The Six Sigma DMADV
(define, measure, analyze, design, verify)
process is an improvement system used to
develop new processes or products at Six
Sigma quality levels. Both Six Sigma
processes are executed by Six Sigma Green
Belts, comprising staff members who
underwent intensive training.

Six Sigma guides OAS in searching
new ideas to improve its processes. It
opens OAS staff members’ minds to new
possibilities, motivates them to face
challenges, and inspires them to go
beyond boundaries to create a learning
environment.

The journey began in 2004 with the
development of the Six Sigma strategy,
training of OAS Six Sigma champions, and
identification of projects. After the Green
Belts’ training, the first wave of projects
rolled out in the last quarter of 2004.
After 6 months, problems were analyzed,
solutions were undertaken, and results
were achieved.

The first wave of projects yielded
significant savings, faster work turn
around, and improved work efficiency.

Today, Six Sigma is defining staff’s
work and behavior in OAS. It is breaking
the barriers and changing mindsets by
showing breakthrough business results.
Six Sigma is becoming part of the OAS
culture.

But the journey of quality never ends.
It has just begun. In fact, early this year
OAS identified a new set of projects for
2006, which aim to contribute to ADB’s
strategic goals. 

OAS on retreat

QUALITY, NOT JUST QUANTITY, of products and services
is a major concern for the Office of Administrative
Services (OAS). Cathy Reyes-AngusCathy Reyes-AngusCathy Reyes-AngusCathy Reyes-AngusCathy Reyes-Angus reports on Six
Sigma, a new tool to measure quality.

OAS Six Sigma JourneyOAS Six Sigma Journey

Our Clients Our Clients Our Clients Our Clients Our Clients define quality. Just as
the journey of quality never ends,
improved performance only creates
even higher customer expectations.
Hence, we relentlessly look for new
ways to improve our services and
products, because in OAS, we
believe that being good is not
enough.

Our ProcessOur ProcessOur ProcessOur ProcessOur Process continuously
improves. We continuously listen to
customers’ feedback and understand
their needs. We respond and deliver
by looking at our products and
services from their perspective.

OAS Staff Members OAS Staff Members OAS Staff Members OAS Staff Members OAS Staff Members create
results. They are the drivers of
quality. To sustain high spirits, OAS
Management is committed to
providing opportunities, incentives,
and quick wins—while making them
realize that quality is each OAS
staff’s responsibility.
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PARD Retreat 2006:
Moving the Pacific
Strategy Forward

The challenges faced by 14 developing
member countries—naturally constrained
by highly dispersed land areas and
populations, located a long way from
major world markets, isolated, and
vulnerable to natural disasters and man-
made external shocks—were the principal
topics of discussion at a retreat of the
Pacific Department (PARD) from 16 to 17
January at Discovery Suites.

PARD has had a tradition of holding
retreats at least once a year since 2001,
sometimes close to ADB headquarters, but
occasionally out of town. PARD
Management believes that retreats help
develop a common vision, build teamwork
and collegiality, clarify objectives and
targets, and enable participatory feedback
on how we can do our jobs better.

Representatives from Pacific regional
and resident missions in Australia, Fiji
Islands, and Papua New Guinea attended
the retreat to present firsthand experience
from the field.

PARD staff worked together during
the retreat to formulate action plans and
build teamwork. The retreat focused on
developing a common understanding of
effective development in the Pacific,
delivering strategic objectives, and

WHAT’S THE PROGRESS in the Pacific? ChristineChristineChristineChristineChristine
OrquiolaOrquiolaOrquiolaOrquiolaOrquiola reports on a retreat, where staff assessed
ADB activities and swam in an ocean of ideas on how to
improve operations in the Pacific.

stocktaking of steps to improve PARD’s
efficiency and effectiveness.

This year’s retreat, the seventh held
since 2001, was successful in assessing
implementation of the Pacific strategy in a
changing environment, building a shared
understanding and broad agreement on
approaches to address key issues, and
planning to operate more effectively in the
key result areas (KRAs) of the Pacific
strategy.

Meeja Hamm Meeja Hamm Meeja Hamm Meeja Hamm Meeja Hamm and Ann VillanuevaAnn VillanuevaAnn VillanuevaAnn VillanuevaAnn Villanueva,
who helped organize the event, said the
retreat discussed the progress and plans in
four key result areas: (i) private sector
development, (ii) social services, (iii)
governance, and (iv) infrastructure. Also
discussed were Pacific trends affecting
PARD operations, the impact of new ADB
initiatives and PARD’s response, and
organizational effectiveness.

The participants agreed on action
plans to operationalize PARD’s KRAs. They
were encouraged to “think outside the
box,” and be innovative, efficient, client-
oriented, and results-based.

The retreats permit PARD staff to have
a clearer understanding of ADB’s
directions and challenges in the Pacific, as
well as the Reform Agenda, Human
Resources Strategy, communication plan,
regional cooperation, strengthening of
country strategies and programs and
updates, new business processes for
portfolio quality, and improving efficiency
and effectiveness. All of these helped staff
members outline priority actions in 2006
that will strengthen PARD, bring concrete
results in KRAs, and move the Pacific
strategy forward in 2006.

Ophie IriberriOphie IriberriOphie IriberriOphie IriberriOphie Iriberri reports that when
participants were asked to describe in a
few words the outcome of the retreat, they
used such words as “synergy; teamwork to
meet our goals; engagement; catching up
with colleagues; resource and innovation;
relationships; PARD in transition; a learning
department; commitment to improve; closer
connections; forward-looking; hard work in
2006; and, how much we all care about
making a difference!”

PARD DG Philip ErquiagaPhilip ErquiagaPhilip ErquiagaPhilip ErquiagaPhilip Erquiaga
encouraged staff members to act upon
what had taken place over the 2-day
event—and to incorporate these ideas and
suggested innovations into their respective
work plans for 2006. 

Chris MacCormac (standing, right) takes
the lead in a group discussion on fragile
states

Werner Liepach shares
some insights on the
Innovation and Efficiency
Initiative with PARD staff
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2006 Club Activities
Compiled by Len Aspera and Christine Orquiola

CLUB NEWS

Badminton
• January: Ongoing (free) weekly training open to all staff

members for 10 weeks; dual meet with Fujitsu
• February: Beginner’s clinic for staff/dependents; corporate

tournaments; corporate badminton invitational cup and 2
more corporate tournaments

• April: Out-of-town Tournament
• July: Guntur’s cup
• August: Exhibition games
• Every quarter of the year: In-house tournament

Basketball
• February until April: First tournament (for ADB staff only)
• May until July: Second tournament (for ADB staff only)
• August until October: invitational tournament

Book
• Access to Book Club library
• Disposal of old fiction books and magazines
• Book fair
• Inventory of books and magazines

Bowling
• 19 May: Mixed doubles tournament
• 31 May–7 July: Singles tournament
• 4 August–8 September: Mixed trio tournament
• 22–29 September: Match play tournament
• 13–20 October: Mini-masters championship
• 10 November–1 December: Phantom tournament

Camera
• On-the-spot photo contests for the year (no dates given)
• Hundred islands
• Villa Escudero, Bukidnon
• Puerto Princesa
• People’s Republic of China (tentative)

Chorale
• 1st week November: Anniversary concert
• April-May: Summer workshops/recital in pop singing,

chorale singing, and classical guitar
• March: Outreach program to donate caroling proceeds
• 16 March: ADBEMC General Assembly
• September: Show 2006
• 19 December: ADB anniversary

Dance Guild
• February: Latin line dance, belly dancing
• March: Latin line dance, kiddie ballet, hiphop, ballroom

dancing, jazz
• May: Dance recital
• August: Dance concert

Fitness
• 2nd Quarter: Aerobic marathon
• Summer months: Mini Olympics

Football
• Wednesday evenings: Indoor football; no set teams—

depends on shirt color worn by players at the time. “Mix
and match” to foster a collegial atmosphere at play

• Potential activity for 2006: playing in external competitions
or playing against external teams

Golf
• 10 monthly tournaments throughout year to compete for 5

major trophies including the Past President’s cup, Korea cup,
China cup, Canada cup, and the year- end President’s cup

• 26 February: first tournament of the year, the Past President’s
cup, to be held at Mt. Malarayat Golf and Country Club

Homemakers
• January: Thai cooking, fashion accessories making
• February: Baking cookies, scrapbook making
• March-April: Art workshop, soap making, breeding aquarium

fishes
• April: Garden tour, parenting seminar
• May: Farm visit, art jam (recycled materials)
• June: Skin care seminar, fruit cake baking
• July: Haircutting, baking
• August: Farm visit 2, herbal medicine seminar
• September: Interior make over
• October: Art exhibit, candle making, flower arrangement
• November: Christmas goodies
• December: Christmas party

Language
• February–April: 1st semester language courses (Russian 1 and

Advanced, Filipino 1 and 2, Mandarin 1 and 2, Nihongo 1
and 2, Spanish 1 and Advanced, and French 1 and Advanced)

• August–October: 2nd semester language courses
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Martial Arts
• Regular courses: Muay Thai, taekwondo, wingchun,

boxing, arnis, taerobics
• 2nd quarter: Fencing demonstration
• 4th quarter: Martial arts demonstration

Philatelic
• January: Talk on General Philately and How to Collect

Postage Stamps
• February: Presentation by Keith Leonard (collection)
• March: Mock auction
• April: Presentation by Christian Perez
• May: Video viewing
• June: Stamp-swapping session
• July: Mock Auction
• August: Presentation by Steve Banta
• September: Trip to Manna Filatelica
• October: Stamp-swapping session
• November: Mock auction

Slimnastics
• Regular aerobic classes: Monday–Friday
• 4th quarter: Health and wellness week

Squash
• March: Open singles tournament and dual meet with

NOMADS
• June/July: Inter-color team tournament
• September/October: Out-of-town team tournament

Table Tennis
• Late March or 1st week April: First tournament
• 3rd week of April: Dependents’ clinic
• Last week of May: Tournament
• September or October: 2nd tournament

Tai-Chi
• Every week: Tai-chi and yoga
• Talk on yoga/taichi
• visit to a health spot (e.g., The Farm in Tagaytay)

Tennis
• February: Open doubles tournament
• March-May: Clinic for beginners I (12 sessions)
• March-May: Clinic for advanced players

• April: Out-of-town tournament
• May: Tournament for clinic participants
• June: Dual meet (interclub)
• July: Interdepartmental tournament
• August: Dual meet (interclub)
• September: Davis cup (member countries)
• October: Open singles tournament
• November: Dual meet (interclub)
• December: President’s cup tournament

Toastmasters
• January and July: training of officers
• February: Speech contests (i) impromptu speech, (ii)

evaluation, (iii) international speech, and (iv) humorous
speech

• March: Club winners to join the area contest
• April: District convention (all Toastmasters of the country to

convene for a country-wide speech contest)
• September: Contests for Luzon conference
• October: Luzon conference—ADB Club winner to

participate all throughout the year in weekly meetings

Volleyball
• 1–2 April: Beach volleyball
• 22 April–27 May: Volleyball clinic
• 3–17 June: Intercolor 1
• August-October: Invitational tourney
• November–December: Intercolor 2

Water Sports
• 10–16 March: Tubbataha Liveaboard (Transition trip -

including visits to Apo Reef and Cuyo Island)
• September: International Coastal Cleanup
• Wreck Diving in Coron, Palawan
• November: Whitewater rafting in Cagayan de Oro or

Cagayan (Valley)
• April, June, October: Open water, advanced and master

diver scuba diving courses
• April-May: Summer 2006 swimming lessons

Word Games
• February: Word factory (singles)
• April: Saturday scrabble marathon
• June: Boggle (singles) tournament
• 2nd semester: Possible interdepartmental word games

tournament
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The President’s
2005 Walkabout
21–22 December

Main Lobby Reception Strategy and Policy Department

Controller’s Department Treasury Department Office of Administrative Services

Office of the Secretary Office of the General Counsel Private Sector Operations Department

Office of Cofinancing Operations

Medical Clinic Mekong Department

Operations Evaluation Department Regional and Sustainable Development
Department

Central Operations Services Office


